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General Comments

In their manuscript “How many grains are needed for quantifying catchment erosion from
tracer thermochronology,” Madella et al. seek to provide the tracer thermochronology
community with a standardized open-access tool that 1) optimizes study design for
efficiency in use of analytical funds and effort, and 2) quantifies limits on what can be
interpreted from small sample sizes.

This work builds on previous applications of thermochronology in geomorphology. The
open access software offers the ability to generate maps of variability in bedrock age,
mineral fertility, and erosion rate from a specified DEM in a standard way, which makes it
broadly useful. There is a commendable level of transparency and ease of implementation
afforded by the availability of the model in a Jupyter notebook, which is sufficiently
commented to make it widely applicable and adaptable.The manuscript also has easy-to-
interpret and attractive conceptual figures that we could easily imagine appearing in a
textbook chapter describing applications of tracer thermochronology. 

The overall approach uses bootstrapping to produce simulated (predicted) age
distributions from simple erosion scenarios at the previously studied Inyo Creek catchment
in California. It then compares each of these simulations to a measured dataset from the
creek using a K-S or Kuiper test, and finally attempts to evaluate the resulting
distributions of K-S (or Kuiper) test statistics to determine whether the predicted and
observed distributions can be distinguished in a statistically meaningful way (we say
“attempts to evaluate” because the hypothesis testing is flawed, as detailed below). 



Using distributions of K-S test statistics this way - in a bootstrapping approach -  is
unconventional; though it's not incorrent, it is ultimately unnecessary in the manuscript as
written, because it produces confidence intervals that can be calculated analytically using
one of the equations they report in the text. However, it would be reasonable, valid, and
more justified to use the bootstrapping method to extend these analyses to calculate the
statistical power of observing effects of a given size with a given number of measured
ages. The authors do not take that step here, but a comprehensive statistical power
analysis would greatly strengthen a future version of the paper.

In addition to attempting to address the question “how many grains are needed” to
distinguish different erosion scenarios, this manuscript presents some interesting
examples in the discussion regarding the ability to detect differences from broad vs.
localized patterns in higher erosion rates across the catchment. While these examples are
illustrative and interesting, they are arbitrary, and thus do not provide a comprehensive
analysis of what sorts of erosion patterns might actually be detectable. Moreover, the
authors incorrectly argue that they have calculated the probability of detecting these
patterns, which throws their interpretation into disarray.

The manuscript is broadly successful in arguing that tracer thermochronology studies
should be designed with the size of the expected effect in mind. This will help guide the
sampling strategy, including the number of ages that need to be analyzed. To the extent
that the tool produced by the authors can streamline and standardize this in detrital
thermochronology, it is commendable. 

However, there are some major issues that make this manuscript unacceptable for
publication as written. The most crucial of these are several statistical misconceptions and
errors demonstrated by the authors, including an illegitimate chain of inference in the
hypothesis testing. Perhaps most critically, there is a sense (lines 20-25 in abstract) that
they expect the approach to be applied by future users to find best-fit erosion scenarios
for their study sites; such results cannot be achieved using frequentist, statistical
hypothesis tests of the kind employed here. While many of the points raised above might
be readily fixed in revision, the fundamental errors in the statistical approach are quite
serious and must be fixed for this work to move forward. 

Major issues:

Problem Statement. 

The problem statement is poorly posed in the abstract and introduction, where it says:
“However, there is no established method to quantify the sample-size-dependent
uncertainty inherent to detrital tracer thermochronology, and practitioners are often left
wondering ‘how many grains is enough?’” But as the authors then later point out in
equations 2 and 3, there actually is an established method, and it has been around for
decades. Namely, Equation 3 can be readily applied to analytically solve for whether a



difference between hypsometry and a measured detrital age distribution (as expressed by
the K-S test statistic, D) would be significant at a specified alpha level for a given sample
size. For example, given a false positive rate of 0.05 and a sample size of 100, D would
have to be at least 0.136 for the analyst to be able to reject the null hypothesis that the
age distribution arose from uniform erosion of the catchment. For a sample size of 50, D
would need to be at least 0.192. The figure below shows how the least significant D (also
known as Dcrit in some texts) varies with sample size.

Fig. R1. The least significant K-S test statistic, D, for a one sample hypothesis test
decreases as one over the square root of sample size (number of grains measured).
Results for alpha = 0.05 are shown. This shows how big the effect has to be able to reject
the null hypothesis that the distributions are drawn from the same population as the
hypsometric age distribution with 95% confidence or 5% false positive rate (where
“effect” in a K-S test is the vertical offset between the measured CAD and erosion
scenario). 

Fig. R1 was created with very little effort using Equation 3, so it questions the whole
premise of applying the much more complicated numerical approach that the authors use
to tackle this problem. Note that a two-sample version of Equation 3 is also available, so a
similar analysis could be employed to compare the hypothesis of uniform erosion against
other specified erosion scenarios (or any two scenarios for that matter). Both the one
sample and two sample problems can be found in undergraduate-level statistics
textbooks. At minimum, the problem as posed is misleading, because its central premise
is that no established methods are available. Perhaps more relevant to the value of the
paper is that all the subsequent numerical effort seems unnecessary and overly
complicated given that there actually is an established method on the books.

Additionally, as one of the cited papers (Vermeesch et al., 2007) has pointed out, CADs in
and of themselves (without the analytical uncertainties) are unbiased estimators of the
population age distribution even when there are analytical errors on each measured age.
This further emphasizes that there really is no need to employ bootstrapping to obtain the
results presented here.

Arbitrary (and therefore not generalizable) examples.



The results of this work are not easy to generalize, because much of the paper focuses on
evaluation of just three erosion scenarios: one with uniform erosion rates across the
catchment; one with erosion rate doubling at 3000 m elevation; and one with erosion rate
halving at 3000 m elevation. To a certain extent this is by design: the paper is definitely
less about understanding erosion patterns and more of a vehicle for software that others
could use as a tool to evaluate many additional cases (and thus strive for more
generalized results). But therein lies perhaps the single biggest flaw in the paper: It
encourages readers to use the code to go out, evaluate every scenario, and find the best
fit. Unfortunately, that is not something that the frequentist statistical hypothesis testing
methods employed here are capable of doing, as elaborated next.

Illegitimate chain of inference in statistical hypothesis testing. 

This problem starts on line 95, where the authors define the main aim of tracer
thermochronology as finding “the best-fit pattern of erosion by minimizing the mismatch
between observed and predicted distribution.”  Firstly, this is a very narrow assessment of
the aim of tracer thermochronology. For example, the approach also has the potential to
shed light on spatial variations in sediment size distributions, and many papers cited
elsewhere in this text use tracer thermochronology to inform understanding of tectonics.
The scope of this statement should be expanded. In addition, it needs to be restructured
to be more in line with what the methods in the paper are able to accomplish. If the aim is
as stated, “to find the best-fit pattern of erosion by minimizing the misfit between the
observed and predicted distribution,” then the frequentist statistical approaches outlined
here are not appropriate. 

There is an excellent summary of what classical hypothesis testing can and cannot do at
this site: https://www.envidat.ch/dataset/data-analysis-
toolkits/resource/8c6c7021-0811-480f-ab52-00fbe3886591 (Toolkit 07). There are many
things that this manuscript says it does that it cannot do based on these guidelines. The
hypothesis testing in this manuscript is essentially set up backwards, in that it attempts to
assess the “fit” of different scenarios to a measured distribution (something statistical
hypothesis testing cannot do), rather than to reject the null hypothesis that the two
distributions are drawn from the same distribution (which is what they are designed to
do). 

An example of the misconception of hypothesis testing occurs on line 147, with the phrase
“rejecting or confirming a study’s hypothesis”. A statistical hypothesis cannot be
confirmed; it can either be rejected with a specified false positive rate or it can be said
that the data are consistent with the hypothesis. We call out many more examples of
these illegitimate inferences in the numbered line-by-line comments below.

To their credit, the authors are careful with interpreting their results, and do not claim
that their findings require a reinterpretation of previous work in terms of erosion patterns
or geomorphic processes. However, in their restraint, they also fall into another common
pitfall with hypothesis testing -- the incorrect inference that an effect that cannot be
rejected with 95% confidence is not meaningful at all. And perhaps the biggest concern is



what happens when readers incorrectly use the code widely, as outlined in section 5.5, in
an attempt to identify the “best fit” erosion rate relationship for catchments where detrital
thermochronology can be applied.

Imprecise and/or incorrect language regarding statistics.

The language throughout the manuscript is imprecise and in some cases incorrect or
misleading regarding statistics. For example, in the abstract, the word “population” is used
to refer to what, in the parlance of statistics, is a “sample.”  Tests that have a sufficiently
large K-S statistic to reject the null hypothesis that the two samples came from the same
population are incorrectly referred to by the authors as “successful,” and the fraction of
simulations where the null hypothesis is rejected are incorrectly termed by the authors a
“success rate,” especially in the documentation for the model code. In both cases, this is
unconventional at best and will therefore probably also be misleading to many readers.
While it is common to see phrases such as “we fail to reject the null hypothesis,” in the
literature, rejecting the null hypothesis is not, strictly speaking, a “success.” It’s just an
indication that there’s a sufficiently low likelihood of the observed effect arising by chance
from conditions expressed in the null hypothesis. And crucially, the threshold for what
counts as a sufficiently low likelihood is something the analyst decides on in advance
(e.g., alpha = 0.05 in many studies). 

There is a particularly problematic issue on line 146. As written, it conflates the well
known problem of post-hoc hypothesis testing, in which a set of measurements is
compared against a hypothesis that was identified after the data were collected and
analyzed (aka p-hacking), with what these studies actually did. To wit, they identified the
null hypothesis — of spatially uniform erosion rates —  even before they went into the
field. In addition to being an inaccurate statement of how these studies were conducted,
the authors’ text here has the possible effect of suggesting that the previous studies
engaged in scientific misconduct, which we trust was not the intent.

This problem, and others like it, need to be fixed. We identified as many as we could find
in the line-by-line comments below. These may seem like quibbles, but they illustrate the
general pattern of confusing language that is inconsistent with established norms and will
make it difficult for many readers to follow. It also undermines the credibility of the
authors on the statistics, which is probably not a desired outcome in a manuscript that
seeks to establish a widely used tool for statistical analyses of detrital age distributions.

Linear Regression for age-elevation relationship

The procedure for obtaining regression parameters and their uncertainties, by resampling
the bedrock ages according to their errors and thus creating fits to 1000 different sets of
bedrock ages, is non-standard and effectively presumes that all error in the regression is
due to analytical uncertainties in ages. There is good evidence from the age elevation plot
that this is not a valid assumption: Specifically, the error bars on the data points do not



overlap the fitted line, indicating that, if there really is a linear relationship between age
and elevation at the site, then there is variability in ages that is not accounted for by the
analytical errors. Standard linear regression procedures in introductory texts (e.g. Helsel
et al., 2020) outline more conventional approaches to quantifying uncertainty in
regression parameters arising from scatter in x-y data, and free software is available to
calculate these values. Slightly more complicated algorithms, also readily available
(including in python), include procedures that invoke inverse variance-weighting in linear
regression that could be used to account for differences in analytical error among
measured ages. We recommend the authors use such a method in revision for more
realistic estimates of regression uncertainty.

Figures

Figures 1 and 2 are both beautiful and helpful.

Figure 3. This is a useful figure. But since it is physically impossible to get a CAD to ever
have a cumulative frequency <0 or >1, the vertical axes should only run between that
range.

Figure 4. There is a 10 m DEM for the region. Why not use that instead of the 30 m
resolution?

Figure 5. This is confusing. Why is percentage error shown here as opposed to absolute
error? Also, see comment above about regression approach. 

Figure 6. Not sure why the thin purple lines do not match the expected step functions
expected for individual simulated CADs based on Figure 3. Does this mean the authors are
smoothing the CADs? If so, then, contrary to their goal, they have introduced the bias,
despite their efforts, that Vermeesch (2007) warned about. As he points out, the CAD is
an unbiased estimator of the true age distribution, without need for any smoothing. In
fact, the smoothing is what introduces the bias, not the use of PDFs as the authors seem
to suggest in line 237.

Figure 7 is unsatisfying, because it doesn’t actually show the required number of
measurements needed to detect the proposed erosion scenario. There should be a clear
answer to the question posed in the title of the paper (How many grains…) here -- with a
known number of measurements and a simple testable erosion hypothesis. Otherwise,
readers are left wondering how many grains would be needed to get to 95% confidence.
Why not run the same scenarios for more grains, until that threshold is reached? The
erosion scenarios - doubling or halving erosion rates at 3000 m - are arbitrary and post-
hoc anyway; why not choose one where we get an answer to the “how many grains”
question? The authors do acknowledge on line 254 that these doubling and halving



scenarios are not very different from uniform erosion, so the finding that 140 grains is not
sufficient should not be surprising. It leaves the reader wondering, how big of a departure
from uniform erosion is needed to detect an effect with say 52 grains (as in Stock et al.)
or 73 (in Riebe et al.)?

Figure 8. The violin plots are not sufficiently explained in the text, and even after digging
through the function code and commented scripts we are still not sure exactly how this
plot is generated and what it means. Our take is this essentially yields a statistical power
analysis. It is not recognized as such, and, moreover, the figure is incorrectly used to
identify “fit,” which this kind of hypothesis testing cannot do. Using a bootstrapping
approach to determine the confidence on the K-S test statistics resulting from random
sampling of the true age distribution is reasonable, but this spread in K-S could also be
determined analytically using Eq. 3. A comparison of the analytical and bootstrapped
findings in this case would support the overall approach.

Figure 9 is useful, and provides a nice visual representation of the comparison between
the observed Inyo Creek data and the two proposed erosion scenarios. However, the MDS
approach isn’t well explained; including a bit more information for those unfamiliar with
the approach would be useful. For example, what goes into each of the MDS parameters
on the axes? 

Figures 10 and 11 both incorrectly state that the color shade refers to the “probability to
discern scenarios from ‘Euni.’” The probability of detecting an effect of a given size when it
is actually present (and thus correctly rejecting the null hypothesis) is known as the
statistical power (aka true positive rate), equal to one minus the false negative rate.
However, what the authors have been calculating thus far, e.g., in Figure 7, is the
confidence level on K-S values, which is a statement about the least detectable K-S
statistic, D. The minimum detectable difference, which yields insight about statistical
power, is not something the authors have characterized here. So these are not
probabilities, but confidence levels. The distinction is really important. In a t test, for
example, which is in a lot of ways similar to the K-S test (at least in how it is applied), if
the true mean is right at the threshold of detection with 95% confidence (i.e., with a 5%
false positive rate), the chance you will correctly reject the null hypothesis is only 50%,
because the mean is right at the threshold and half of the t distribution is on the rejection
side of the threshold. This seeming paradox is actually just a demonstration of the fact
that power and confidence are two very different things. Hence, the authors cannot call
the color bar the probability of detection.

Line item and specific comments (note: some of these are quick fixes but some
are very substantial):

Line 8. If bedrock ages increase…

 



L9. “Mirror” suggests mirror symmetry, which is not what you mean. Use “matches”
instead? Or “closely follows?”

 

L10. Another thing this may indicate is that sediment size distributions vary across the
catchment and the collected sample is not representative. This issue, which is at least as
important as the mineral fertility issue which is included explicitly in the code (and
demonstrably more important in Inyo Creek), is not addressed until the discussion and
then in a way that does not clearly state the potential for bias.

 

L11. In the parlance of statistics, “population” refers to the group from which “samples”
can be drawn. So a set of measured ages from grains collected from a stream is a sample
of the population, not a population.

 

L11. Also, “measured grain-age populations” is a noun train that is hard to understand.
What is a “grain-age population?” Also, strictly speaking it’s not the age of a grain, it’s the
cooling age of the grain.

 

L12-13. Yes, discerning differences can be difficult. But this statement misses an
important qualifier about how different the scenarios are. If the two erosion rate patterns
under consideration are not very different, then small sample sizes can be a problem. If,
on the other hand, the differences are substantial, then discerning between two different
patterns may not be problematic at all, even for small sample sizes. Equation 3 in the text
shows this: The size of the “least significant” K-S statistic D (also known as Dcrit in some
texts) scales as sqrt(ln(2/alpha)/(2*k)) or 1.36/sqrt(k) for alpha = 0.05 where k, in
statistical parlance, is the “least significant number.” So, if the effect is big, even a small
sample size can detect it.

 



L13-15. This is not true. In fact, Equation 3, presented later on line 131, which is so well
established one can read about it in Wikipedia, can be readily applied to analytically solve
for whether a measured difference in two detrital age distributions would be significant at
a specified alpha level for a given sample size.

 

L15. What is meant here by “enough?” Enough to do what? To detect an effect of a given
size?

 

L94. In addition to this list, the authors need to add something about variability in sizes of
sediment produced on slopes and whether the size class sampled in the stream is
representative of erosion from the catchment. There are now multiple papers that show
this is at least as important as the mineral fertility issue (listed here as item III). E.g., see
Vermeesch 2007; Riebe et al., 2015; Lukens et al., 2020.

 

L95. This is a very narrow assessment of the aim of tracer thermochronology.  As we have
proposed in several papers now, it has the potential to shed light on not just spatial
variations in erosion rates but also spatial variations in sediment size distributions. In
addition, as laid out in the Ruhl and Hodges and Vermeesch papers cited elsewhere in the
text, tracer thermochronology has been used to inform understanding of tectonics as well.
So the scope of this needs to be greatly expanded. In addition, it needs to be restructured
to be more in line with what the methods in the paper are able to accomplish. If the aim is
as stated, “to find the best-fit pattern of erosion by minimizing the misfit between the
observed and predicted distribution,” then the frequentist statistical approaches outlined
here are not appropriate. 

 

L136. While “quantiles” is strictly ok, “percentiles” would be the more conventional and
easier to understand term to describe the 2.5th and 97.5th cut points of the distribution.



 

L144. This is incorrect. The past studies represent tests of a specific null hypothesis — i.e.,
that erosion rates are spatially uniform. That does not make them semi-quantitative much
less qualitative. They are quantitative in their evaluation of a specific null hypothesis.

 

L145. There is nothing wrong with assessing results with respect to a null hypothesis as
long as the null hypothesis is established in advance. It does not “undermine the
statistical rigor” of the studies, as the next sentence falsely states.

 

L146. Correct this, or strike it. As written, it conflates the well known problem of post-hoc
hypothesis testing, in which a set of measurements is compared against a hypothesis that
was identified after the data were collected and analyzed, with what these studies actually
did. To wit, they identified the null hypothesis — of spatially uniform erosion rates —  even
before they went into the field.

 

L147. “...rejecting or confirming a study’s hypothesis...”  This is one example of how the
manuscript currently turns legitimate inference on its head. A hypothesis cannot be
confirmed using the kind of frequentist statistical hypothesis tests employed here. The
observed data can be consistent with a particular hypothesis, but that doesn’t make it
“true.” To get a handle on the probability of whether a hypothesis is true or not, it is
necessary to take a Bayesian approach, which is well outside the scope here.

 

L180. This doesn’t make sense. Again, there is a problem here with the chain of inference.
It is not that you are trying to “detect” different erosion scenarios. You can’t do this with
frequentist approaches like a K-S test. You can identify differences that are unlikely to
arise by chance from a proposed null hypothesis. But you cannot detect a specific scenario
by finding a best fit, contrary to what the authors repeatedly state throughout the paper.



 

L187. It is not clear how 6 is different from 5. Try rephrasing either or both?

 

L204. Inferred (past tense)

 

L211. Usually reserve upper case R^2 for coefficient of multiple determination (in multiple
regression) and lower case r^2 for coefficient of determination (in simple linear
regression, as is the case here).

 

L224. The attribution to Riebe et al. is incorrect. The bulk geochemical work that supports
this observation was done by and reported in Hirt (2007).

 

L249. “the inherent noise (i.e. dissimilarity)” is nonstandard terminology. In what sense is
it actually “noise.” And how does that then equate to “dissimilarity?” We suggest sticking
to more traditional terminology to aid understanding for the broadest possible audience.
In this case, the thing being referred to is the 95% confidence interval on the K-S statistic
D. It’s not the inherent noise.

 

L264. This entire section is deeply flawed in that it suggests that users of the code can
employ it to find a “best fit” erosion model to their data. As repeated multiple times in this
review, that’s not what statistical hypothesis testing can do.



 

L269. As pointed out by Vermeesch (2007) this kind of analysis results in “double
smoothing” of CADs (his term). He shows that this introduces the very bias that the
authors say they are trying to avoid according to them in line 237. 

 

L271. The next two sentences and associated analyses are especially flawed. This so-
called “plausibility” actually has a technical name in statistical hypothesis testing. It’s the
false negative rate (beta), which describes how often you would fail to reject the null
hypothesis that the two distributions are drawn from the same population when they
actually are not from the same population. The “reliability” or “statistical power” of the
test in detecting effects of a given size is equal to one minus beta. It’s the complement to
the false positive rate. So this reporting of 62.9% and 87.6% and 3.3% as a degree of
“fit,” rather than as the false negative rate, is completely at odds with the terminology,
usage, and proper chain of inference in frequentist statistical hypothesis testing.

 

L284. Again, identifying a satisfactory fit is not something this kind of statistical
hypothesis testing can do. A Bayesian approach could do it, but not a frequentist one like
this application of K-S tests.

 

L292. “uniquely detect any of the tested scenarios at with confidence (Fig.7)” Typo aside
(strike the “at”), this is not something that frequentist hypothesis testing can do. To
appreciate this, it may help to realize there are only two tested scenarios, while there are
infinite possible scenarios. “Uniquely detecting” a scenario would require testing all of the
possible scenarios (which is of course impossible), not just two that have been arbitrarily
chosen. The choice of an alpha of 0.05 is arbitrary, too - it’s what is often settled on as an
acceptable false positive rate (and even this is a subject of heated debate in the stats
community). In any case, when you are unable to reject the null hypothesis at that 0.05
(i.e. threshold) false-positive rate it does not mean that you have 95% confidence that the
scenario matches the observations. That would be akin to turning the logical inferences
that can be made from these kinds of tests on their heads.

 



L297. As we suggested in Riebe et al., 2015, sediment size changes across this
catchment. In addition, in Sklar et al., 2020 we also documented downvalley fining in
sediment size on slopes in Inyo Creek. That work should definitely be cited here. Changes
in sediment size are certainly beyond the scope of the manuscript presented here, but
may provide an alternate explanation for deviations from non-uniform sediment
production (not just erosion, but also variations in sediment size). In fact, this is precisely
what Riebe et al suggested: it was the greater-than-expected contribution from low
elevations and lesser-than-expected contribution from higher elevations shown in Stock et
al’s fine sediment  -- coupled with the opposite pattern in the coarse gravel -- that showed
this. So the same pattern that the authors point to here (where the evidence from Stock
et al.’s sample seems to point to greater contributions from the lower part of the
catchment) is part of the basis for the conclusions of Riebe et al.

 

L319. If the authors are explicitly including age uncertainties in their analysis without
adjusting for the resulting double smoothing described by Vermeesch (2007), then they
are introducing the bias he discusses and that they earlier said they would avoid.

 

L344 (and elsewhere): the Lukens et al. paper is officially 2020, not 2019. 

 

L365: More suggested citations for slopes producing different size distributions: Sklar et
al. 2020 (ESPL) (at Inyo Creek); 2017 (Geomorphology) (generally); Roda-Boluda et al.
(2018, ESPL) (related to lithology); Attal and Lave (2015) (related to erosion rate);
Marshall and Sklar (2012) (related to climate)
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